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1.  Kamenica municipality 

 Theme covered: Effective participation/Nondiscrimination 

Affected minorities: Non majority communities 

The project will support and fulfil the preparatory steps needed for the municipality to enhance 

capacity of non-majority communities to participate and take active role in cultural, social and 

economic life and public affairs as well to develop the cultural strategy in Kamenica. The idea is to 

increase contact and communication among key stakeholders (civil society organizations, municipality, 

local communities and school communities etc.) with regard to cultural policies, strategies and 

initiatives at the local level and to revitalize cultural life in Kamenica through the development of local 

cultural policies. 

 

2. Vushtrri municipality 

 Theme covered: Effective participation 

Affected minorities: Non majority communities 

The project aims to enhance the capacities of non-majority communities, civil society and municipality 

through different activities, in order to draft the municipal strategy for non-majority communities. This 

strategy will be drafted and implemented in collaboration with civil society. Through this project are 

foreseen investment in iinvestment in equipment for sports and recreation activities in mixed areas and 

non-majority communities in order to create conditions for sport and recreational activities 

 

3. Rahovec Municipality  

Theme covered: Culture 

Affected minorities: Roma, Ashakli and Egyptians (RAE) 

The project aims to implement the Action plan for the integration of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian 

communities. The Action plan is approved by the municipality structures, and through this project are 

foreseen different activities to be implemented aiming to improve the life conditions of these 

communities. 

 

4. Leposaviç Municipality  

 Theme covered: Effective participation 

Affected minorities: Non majority communities 

The project idea is to identify and adopt the comprehensive strategy for cultural development in 

municipality of Leposavic. The strategy aspires to identify the needs (and translate them into 

recommendations for municipal assembly) of inclusive cultural developments for all ethnic 

communities (Serbs, Albanians, Bosniaks, Roma) living in this municipality. With this objective in 

perspective, the project opens with initiation of dialogue between relevant representatives of these 

ethnic communities. Open dialogue method envisaged application of standard methodological tools 

(workshops, round tables etc) that will enable community dialogue and consensus over the issues, 

principles and milestones the very strategy should contain. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

                                                           
*
 This designation is without prejudice to positions on status and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ opinion on 

the Kosovo Declaration of Independence” 
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